Generalized linear models are widely used by data analysts. However, the choice of the link function, i.e., the scale on which the mean is linear in the explanatory variables is often made arbitrarily . Here we permit the data to estimate the link function by incorporating it as an unknown in the model. Since the link function is usually taken to be strictly increasing, by a strictly increasing transformation of its range to the unit interval we can model it as a strictly increasing cumulative distribution function. The transformation results in a domain which is [0,11 as well. We model the cumulative distribution function as a mixture of Beta cumulative distribution functions, noting that the latter family is dense within the collection of all continuous densities on [0, 1] . For the fitting of the model we take a Bayesian approach, encouraging vague priors, to focus upon the likelihood. We discuss choices of such priors as well as the integrability of the resultant posteriors. Implementation of the Bayesian approach is carried out using sampling based methods, in particular, a tailored Metropoliswithin-Gibbs algorithm. An illustrative example utilising data involving wave damage to cargo ships is provided.
*1
Introduction Generalized linear models have by now become a standard class of models for exploration within the data analyst's tool kit. The evolution of these models along with details on fitting them is provided in McCullagh and Nelder (1989) . The GLIM software for carrying out the model fitting is widely available.
Generalized linear models have been advocated as an advance over standard linear models in that they allow for (i) nonnormal sampling mechanisms, (ii) heterogeneous variances which are captured through the mean-vaxiance relationship of the sampling model, and (iii) a mean for the observations which need only be linear on a transformed scale. This transformation, referred to as the link function, is the focus of the present paper. That is, often the stochastic mechanism for the observations arises naturally as, for example, a binomial or Poisson in the case of count data. However choice of the scale upon which the transformed mean is presumed linear is often made arbitrarily. Informal classical diagonostic tools for selecting a link and for assessing the adequacy of a link are discussed in the McCullagh and Nelder (1989) drawing upon work of Pregibon (1980) and Hinkley (1985) . In particular, employing a family of power link functions, an approach in the spirit of the Box-Tidwell transformation can suggest an appropriate power. However, this family insists upon a positive mean and in addition may be too small within the class of strictly monotone functions.
We treat the link function as another unknown in the generalized linear model specification and estimate it jointly with the mean structure. Our approach is thus semiparametric;
we assume a linear parametric form for the mean on a transformed scale where the transformation is expressed nonparametrically. Moreover, for a given linear form our fitted Ulnk function may be compared with say the canonical link to identify shortcomings of the latter.
Our fitting is within the Bayesian framework treating all model unknowns as random with inference proceeding from the posterior distribution o1 these unknowns. If prior information is available say about coefficient parameters we would be happy to use it. However, interest usually focusses more upon the likelihood whence we would tend to use noninformative
prior. Recent advances in Bayesian computation g sampling based methods (Gelfand and Smith, 1990; Smith & Gelfand, 1993 ) enable reasonably straight forward fitting of such models. In fact Gibbs sampling was utilised by Dellaportas and Smith (1993) for implementing the Bayesian analysis of standard gnweralized linear models.
The Dirichlet process prior (Ferguson, 1973) For an arbitrary generalized linear model our approach describes the strictly increasing link function g, suitably transformed to have range in (0,1), again as an unknown cumulative distribution function. In the process the resulting domain also becomes (0,1). We model this function as a mixture of Beta distribution functions appealing to the well known result that any continuous density on (0,1) can be arbitrarily well approximated by a discrete mixture of Beta densities. Unlike distributions arising under a Dirichlet process, which could also be used here, we have a continuous, dense class of distributions admitting an explicit form. In practice we have treated the number of mixands r, as fixed though a discrete prior could be attempted. We have experimented with a range of r's, for a number of examples, discovering, perhaps not surprisingly, that robustness occurs with quite small r. In introducing randomness to this finite mixture model it is simpler assume the mixture weights to be random rather than the parameters of the Beta densities.
Interesting related nonparametric Bayesian regression work, which also does not employ Dirichlet process priors, includes Blight and Ott (1975) , O'Hagan (1978), Weerahandi and Zidek (1988) and Angers and Delampady (1992) .
The outline of this paper is thus the following. In section 2 we detail our general approach.
Section 3-considers non informative-priurs -appropriate for-vur likelihood specification. In section 4 we describe the fitting of these models using a sampling based approach. Section 
Likelihood form
Recall that a generalized linear model assumes a one-parameter exponential family form for the distribution of the response y, i.e., The mapping g is from the space of i, say 11, into R'. As will become obvious shortly, it is convenient to work with g-, a mapping from RI into fl. Suppose T is a strictly increasing differentiable transformation from n into (0,1) with J(i/)=T(g-1 (,)). Then J is a strictly increasing differentiable distribution function. So modeling the function g is equivalent to
modeling an unknown distribution function. A rich class of models may be created as follows.
Let go be a baseline link function for g, perhaps the canonical link, and let J 0 (71)=T(go 1 (7/)) be the cumulative distribution function associated with go. Diaconis and Ylvisaker (1985) argue that discrete mixtures of Beta densities provide a continuous dense class of models for densities on (0,1). A general member has the form 
I=1
Clearly J(i 7 ) is a distribution function and ,=g-(?)_ T-C(J(i,)) is readily calculated. Thus 0 (b')-1(j,) is and so given a set of yi, zj vi and a j and 0, we can evaluate the likelihood (2) directly. Note that calculation of 9(P&) for a given 1A, requires a clumsy inversion for a corresponding quantile of J( i ) clarifying the advantage to modeling g-1 . Mixtures other than Beta could be used, e.g., gammas on R+, uniforms on R'.
We could assume r unknown but do not since in practice this gains little. In our experience, inference , e.g., estimation of pj, prediction of y,, is very robust to choice of r;
mixtures with r=3 or 4 are virtually indistinguishable from those with much larger r. In fact, allowing r>n does not insure perfect fit since g is restricted to be monotone. Given r, it is mathematically easier to assume that the component Beta densities are specified but that the weights are unknown. We choose the set of cl, d4 1 to provide a collection of Beta densities which blanket (0,1). In particular we work with c=Al di = A(r+l-). Hence specification of g is equivalent to specification of w and we can denote (2) 
Prior specification and proper posteriors
Since primary interest is in the likelihood and since only occasionally will there be useful prior information we consider vague specification of the prior f (, W2, ý) . In the case of generalized linear models, where g is specified, a multivariate normal prior for # is customary yielding a fiat prior as the precision matrix tends to 0. For such models, assuming 0b is known, Ibrahim and Laud (1991) consider Jeffreys's prior, the square root of the determinant of Fisher's information matrix. Let X be the nx p matrix whose rows are the z7Ts and let 
In evaluating (5) we require g'(&j) = dqi/dp&. But 4j/dn,) =r(•,)(T-')'(J(•,).
From (4) "(7(i= (,)
with
Jo(71,) = (go')'(•,)('(g ,)). Thus dq,/dI4 = (( )(T-')'(,)
The prior specification is completed by providing f(w, 0). If 0 is intrinsically given we only require JAw). This is the case with our The likelihood is log concave in P given w. We take f( Ito) = 1 with f(w)= Dir(1), i.e., a flat prior. Finally, to compare link functions between the two models it is easier to work with g9-(77).
We "estimated"9 g' by §-', the Monte Carlo posterior mean, i.e., the average of the m =2000 link functions arising from each of the wj*. Comparison of 4-1 and go-' is on a range of 77 values roughly that over which the model is fitted, [.o(y..),go(y.)J. Figure 3 plots the ratio 4-/goover this interval. §-' is l .r than go-' for small 7,, i.e., 4 is smaler than go for small /, vice versa for large p. This is reflected in figure 2 . Relative to the baseline model the intervals for the r=3 model are lower for small y,, higher for large y,.
Summary
Our approach to modeling an unknown link function using a mixture of beta densities is di-
.rectly applicable to, other statistical settings.involving modeling a monotone function. These include integrated hazards in survival models and bias functions in size-biased sampling.
The Bayesian inference framework with a sampling-based implementation offers a relatively straightforward fitting technique. 
